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Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are eminent class of mobile ad hoc networks due to their applications. However, mobility
management and network scalability are still addressable problems in VANETs. In the current paper, a hierarchical approach has
been designed for handling significantly large VANETs by providing better mobility management. The formation of multiple
overlapped clusters from large VANETs using k-means algorithm is major characteristics of this approach. Additionally, an
addressing architecture has been introduced using two data registers. The derived algorithm allows preparing an appropriate
route between source and destination vehicles. Correctness and performance of the approach have been discussed.

1. Introduction

Among researchers, distributed computing is one of the
prominent technologies for large scale computing issues.
Furthermore, recent advances in big data and communica-
tion enabled new paradigms of distributed computing such
as cloud computing [1] and ad hoc networks. The charac-
teristic of the mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [2] is to
provide robust and efficient operations in wireless net-
works by comprising routing among mobile nodes. Several
critical challenges such as routing, scalability, security,
mobility management, and efficient QoS provisioning [3]
also need to be handled with ease of deployment property
of MANETs. Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [4]
and flying ad hoc networks (FANETs) [5] are the most
popular subsections of MANETs.

VANETs are a kind of networks formed by moving cars
by integrating with other infrastructure nodes such as RSUs.
The problem with traditional routing approaches in large
VANETs is one of the major challenges in vehicular com-
munication. Since, studies indicate that throughput for every
VANET reduces significantly with increased number of

nodes in VANETs upon using traditional routing
approaches. Therefore, a flat and traditional routing used
in vehicular networks suffers from poor scalability. The scal-
ability and efficiency of the routing mechanism play a key
role in VANETs.

Several studies presented that millions of people die in
road crashes every year. Also, long expressway and highway
faces the problem of internet and cellular networks. In such
situations, VANETs are very helpful for handling emergency
cases. Furthermore, VANETs are very useful in design and
implementation of the intelligent transportation system
(ITS) [6]. Using wireless communication framework, ITS
aims to ease the traffic management by providing several
features [7], e.g., transportation safety, traffic efficiency,
comfort driving, and information passing. In order to pro-
vide these applications, VANETs rely on exchanged data
between vehicles. Therefore, effective trust management [8]
schemes must be available to manage security threats for
entities.

By introducing recent communication technologies in
development of automotive sectors, vehicles can communi-
cate with other vehicles or infrastructure nodes effectively.
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Similarly, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) also provide a
wide variety of applications [9] such as monitoring, tracking,
and sensing of remote vehicles. However, recent studies
present that several limitations in WSNs impact their perfor-
mance. Therefore, some optimization techniques [10] have
also been proposed for sensor networks.

Several components presented in Figure 1 are used in
VANETs for designing effective communication architec-
ture. In addition to moving vehicles, some fixed nodes such
as roadside units (RSUs) are participated in vehicular com-
munication. Using several network components in
VANETs, vehicular communication supports three different
kinds of communication mode. First, vehicles can communi-
cate directly to other vehicles through intervehicle commu-
nication. Secondly, vehicles can communicate to fixed
nodes which is known as vehicle-to-roadside (V2R) [12]
communication. Thirdly, inter-roadside communication
enables RSUs to communicate with other fixed infrastruc-
ture nodes. V2R communication is also popular as vehicles
to infrastructure (V2I) or infrastructure to vehicles (I2V)
communication mode.

Unlike multihop networks, VANETs are a different kind
of networks due to some unique characteristics. In large
VANETs, high mobility of nodes and lack of centralized
management cause frequent network partitions and weak
connectivity among vehicles. Therefore, maintaining the
complete network topology is difficult for any vehicle, and
flat routing schemes are not much effective for vehicular
communication. In order to target scalability challenges, sev-
eral hierarchical techniques have been proposed which are
also known as clustering schemes. The principle of virtuali-
zation supports the cloud paradigm [13] to provide huge
storage and parallel computing. Similarly, based on some
common characteristics virtual grouping [14] of vehicles
are prepared which are supervised by cluster head. Cluster
head belongs to the same cluster which is elected to serve
as controlling authority for cluster. By following the hierar-
chical model, two levels of routings are supported named
as intracluster communication and intercluster communica-
tion. In [15], a detailed survey of clustering approaches is
presented.

In the proposed approach, k-means (Mac Queen, 1967)
[16] algorithm is recommended for clustering. k-Means is
a kind of unsupervised learning algorithm for clustering.
This is one of the simplest ways to divide large network into
a predefined fixed numbers of clusters. The way of clustering
is to choose k centroids nodes by considering the significant
distance between them. Then, other remaining nodes are
associated with their closest centroid node to form k number
of clusters. Sometimes, process of selecting k centroids nodes
and association of other nodes are repeated multiple times to
make centroids more stable.

The proposed approach is more suitable in VANETs sce-
narios where the network can be controlled by a central
authority (CA). Additionally, some fixed nodes such as
RSU and traffic controller can serve as supervisor nodes
for clusters. In such cases, where an entity is handling several
vehicles moving in large area, it is very difficult to establish a
communication among those vehicles through that author-

ity. As a solution, CA can facilitate those vehicles while
applying some routing methodology, and then those vehicles
can communicate independently without further interven-
tion of CA in every communication. In such scenarios, CA
can control a quite large network with vehicles moving
around and take decision on number of clusters and desig-
nated supervisor nodes in the network. Since, few assump-
tions such as identification of cluster heads are associated
with routing approach; the way of implementation plays a
key role in performance of the routing.

In the current exposition, we discuss the effective cluster-
ing scheme and addressing scheme to provide scalability and
mobility management in VANETs. The proposed scheme
ensures a path for every source-destination pair in VANETs.
The major contributions presented in current exposition are
as follows:

(i) An effective k-means clustering technique is pro-
posed to divide large VANETs into small logical
subnets

(ii) An addressing architecture has been presented to
design efficient routing in large VANETs

(iii) An efficient routing approach for VANETs using the
clustering techniques and addressing architecture

(iv) Performance comparison of the proposed
approach with MoZo and DACR theoretically
and experimentally

The remaining paper is organized as follows: next sec-
tion presents related works. Section 3 explains the concept
of proposed approach. Section 4 consists of proposed
approach in the form of algorithms, and proofs for the cor-
rectness of the algorithm have been presented in Section 5.
Last section concludes the paper with a brief of future work.

2. Related Works

In a network, traversal of data from one node to another
node in an effective manner is crucial for the efficient com-
munication. Earlier, travelling salesman’s problem (TSP)
[17] was solved using heuristics for traversing the complete
network. However, data transmission from source to desti-
nation vehicle is a significant problem in vehicular commu-
nication. Therefore, several routing schemes [18] have been
designed by following different network environments. In
[19–21], few popular routing approaches for vehicular com-
munication have been discussed. It can be seen that perfor-
mance optimization is the one of major goals to achieve
while designing and developing any new routing approach
or algorithm. These optimization techniques can be different
based on used frameworks. Therefore, performance optimi-
zation techniques [22] are used in cloud computing are not
same as optimization techniques used in VANETs. The per-
formance of any routing can be measured using certain
parameters which are known as performance metrics. In
VANETs, performance metrics include end-to-end delay,
packet-loss, round-trip-delay, and jitter and these are used
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to measure the quality of services (QoS) [23] between source
and destination vehicle.

Based on the strategies and behavior, routing protocols
can be classified into multiple subcategories. Few classifica-
tions of routing approaches have been discussed in [24]. Based
on used methodologies, routing approaches can be divided
into two subsections, proactive and reactive. Network struc-
ture can classify routing approaches in three subsections posi-
tion-based, flat, and hierarchical routing. Furthermore,
transmission type can categorize routing approaches in broad-
cast, multicast, and unicast. Similarly, routing approaches can
be further classified by following packet forwarding tech-
niques, QoS, and MAC communication.

In order to provide scalable routing, hierarchical tech-
niques [25] and clustering approaches are commonly used
in VANETs. Over the years, several cluster-based routing
protocols have been proposed by researchers for vehicular
communication. In these approaches, clusters are formed
based on logical subnetting and physical position subnetting.
However, these schemes face their own challenges such as
dynamic allocation of unique cluster IDs and handling of
rapid changes in clusters. These problems are not easy to
handle in multihop wireless networks. Therefore, the hierar-
chical topology must be enhanced to improve network per-
formance significantly.

Among all routing strategies in VANETs, hierarchical
approaches try to provide relatively stable units as clusters.
Therefore, cluster-based approaches are part of most effec-
tive techniques used in vehicular communication. In [26],
clustering techniques used in vehicular networks are dis-
cussed. Despite wide varieties in clustering approaches, they
share a few common fundamentals steps such as cluster for-
mation and selection of cluster leader. A cluster is a collec-
tion of vehicles having some identical characteristics and
all clusters to be headed by a leader vehicle. Therefore, all
clustering schemes propose a way to divide a network into
several clusters and the specific criteria to choose the head
of that cluster. The performance of the clustering technique

depends on the strength of formed clusters. Furthermore,
the stability of clusters can be measured by the lifetime and
transmission overhead of cluster members and cluster heads.

Some popular clustering approaches have been discussed
here. Hadded et al. [27] proposed a multiobjective genetic
algorithm based clustering approach. VMaSC [28] is a mul-
tihop clustering technique for achieving an increased packet
delivery ratio and reduced end-to-end delay. In this
approach, the cluster-head is selected based on link stability
that ensures minimum possible overlap among clusters to
provide more stable clusters. In order to handle frequent link
breakage in VANETs, moving zone (MoZo) [29] architec-
ture was proposed. MoZo suggests the preparation of mov-
ing clusters based on vehicle’s movement pattern and
discusses the maintenance of those clusters. The hybrid clus-
tering approach DACR [30] is a hybrid approach which
integrates geographical (segment-based) and dynamic (con-
text-based) clustering. It explains the complete routing strat-
egy in two parts, one within cluster (DACRintra) and
another among clusters (DACRinter).

Mobility management is also one of the critical chal-
lenges which are associated with routing approaches in
large vehicular networks. Therefore, in order to handle
mobility, all vehicles are divided into several groups based
on their characteristics and similarity patterns. Each group
has a center vehicle which acts as cluster head. The move-
ment of a center vehicle represents the whole group’s
motion in terms of direction, speed, etc. Some clustering
approaches are specifically designed for mobility manage-
ment. Ghada et al. [31] discussed the mobility-based
double-head clustering technique for VANETs. In order
to provide most stable clusters in large networks, this
approach uses mobility metrics such as speed, direction,
and position along with communication link quality. One
more mobility-based and stability-based dynamic cluster-
ing has been proposed by Mengying et al. in [32]. This
approach also uses a vehicle’s moving direction, link sta-
bility, and relative speed for clustering.

VANET: Vehicle Ad-hoc NETwork
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Figure 1: Components of VANETs [11].
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The clustering approaches discussed above have been
specifically designed for targeting mobility management.
However, reliable routing in large VANETs is still an open
problem using these clustering approaches. Therefore, we
have introduced a new addressing scheme with the concept
of using different databases for providing reliable communi-
cation irrespective of network size. In this paper, an effective
clustering model with mobility management for large
VANETs has been presented. Additionally, a new addressing
scheme for each participating node has also been introduced
in the present exposition.

3. Proposed Approach

The proposed approach aims to overcome the problem of
scalability and high mobility in VANETs. It has been
designed by considering the high mobility of vehicles as a
major hurdle for efficient routing. This approach is based
on decomposition of the complete network into several clus-
ters, and every cluster is being monitored by its respective
supervisor node (SN). Recently, the importance of mobility
management techniques has increased in order to keep con-
trol of high mobile vehicles in VANETs. For better illustra-
tion, this section is further divided into few subsections.

(i) System modeling

(ii) k-Means clustering algorithm

(iii) Cluster formation

(iv) Network addressing architecture

(v) Routing model

(vi) Mobility management

3.1. System Model. This section explains system model and
assumptions which are considered to design the proposed
routing approach. On-Board Units (OBUs) are assumed to
be associated with every vehicle those are participating in
the communication. OBU provides limited storage and cal-
culation capability into vehicles. Furthermore, OBU helps
vehicle to detect significant change in position and to broad-
casts relevant information to other vehicles. Based on practi-
cality of proposed routing approach, one central authority is
assumed to play an important role in clustering and selecting
SN vehicle. In case other vehicles are introduced in network,
it will be accommodated into nearest cluster and addresses
of vehicles are assigned accordingly.

VANETs are presented as undirected graphG = ðV , EÞ,
where V presents a set of vehicles and other fixed infrastruc-
ture nodes and E presents set of edges in graph G. Let L ðx
, yÞ is link between vehicle x and y that shows x and y vehi-
cles are in their communication range and can communicate
directly without any intermediate vehicles. Every link is
assumed to be bidirectional. This approach helps in commu-
nication between vehicles which are not connected directly
where other intermediate vehicles are to be added in a path
by following discussed approach. As mentioned in Equation
(1), current approach aims to derive the sequence of vehicles

to be traversed from source (S) to destination (D) vehicles
which are denoted by P ðS,DÞ.

P S,Dð Þ = S, V1, V2,⋯⋯Vn,D : V1,⋯Vn ∈ V , ð1Þ

Where P (S, D) denotes path between source (S) and des-
tination (D) vehicles. V1, V2, and Vn are other intermediate
vehicles to be traversed between both vehicles.

3.2. k-Means Clustering Algorithm. Earlier, several parame-
ters such as position, speed, and movement pattern. are con-
sidered as key parameters for selecting any vehicle as cluster
heads in clustering approaches. However, traditional cluster-
ing approaches face several challenges in order to support
dynamic topology. Therefore, few k-means based dynamic
clustering approach [33] have been designed for VANETs.
The present approach considers random selection of cen-
troid vehicles for each cluster that is designated as supervisor
node (SN). Number of SNs depends on network layout that
can vary according to network environment, e.g., urban,
semi-urban, rural, and highways. By following communica-
tion range of vehicles, cluster size may also vary. Since, SN
(may be a Roadside Unit) will not be changed for cluster,
it is preferred to select some fixed nodes in network for serv-
ing as SN vehicle. Choosing fixed node as SN provides
advantage that SN will not leave network until or unless that
node is down. Least supported communication range among
all vehicles is to be considered for clustering. In discussed
clustering approach, selection of supervisor nodes (K) shall
be picked from VANETs of (N) vehicles by minimizing the
value of fitness function (FF) mentioned in Equation (2).

FF = 〠
i=N ,j=K

i=1,j=1
Vi − Cjk k2, ð2Þ

where centroid vehicle is denoted as “Cj” of “jth” cluster
and other vehicles are represented as “Vi”. Distance between
centroid vehicle and other vehicles is represented as kV i –
Cj k2:

When K is finalized, K number of supervisor node (SN)
is randomly selected within a distance of double of commu-
nication range. Thus, we make sure shorter distance between
two SNs and direct reachability of vehicles with other vehi-
cles in same clusters. Let us assume that least supported
communication range (CR) across vehicles. Then, Euclidean
distance between two centroid vehicles measured using
Equation (3), shall be less than 2 × CR.

EuclideanDistance d C1, C2ð Þ
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

x1 − x2ð Þ2 + y1 − y2ð Þ2
p

≤ 2 × CRð Þ,
ð3Þ

where selected centroid vehicles are assumed as C1 and
C2 which are located by coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2)
in x and y axis. Algorithm 1 shows steps to finalize number
of K.

3.3. Cluster Formation. In order to design reliable routing in
VANETs, each node must be aware of routing updates from
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each participating vehicle in the network. Additionally, data
transfer through these nodes also to be tracked. This is easily
feasible in small size networks. However, it can be possible to
happen in the large networks also, by reducing network size
significantly. Therefore, the first step of approach suggests
decomposition of complete network into several connected
overlapped clusters and cluster heads. The cluster head is
appointed as controlling authority for each cluster. The clus-
ter head which is also known as supervisor node (SN) is
solely responsible for maintaining and monitoring the
cluster.

This first phase of the approach is purely oriented
towards hierarchical routing strategy and plays a vital role
to solve the problem of routing in large VANETs. Using
k-means algorithm, the approach begins with the arbitrary
selection of K , where K is the number of clusters to be
prepared from the network. After that, the assignment of
other vehicles to the cluster may be random or systematic,
by following the network layout. Based on the network,
designed clusters are allowed to be overlapped. However,
every node should be capable to communicate directly
with other nodes within the cluster. Several clusters with
the feasible number of vehicles are created using the k-
means clustering algorithm.

First, K vehicles are selected among total N number of
vehicles in the network by following Algorithm 2. As men-
tioned in Figure 2, one vehicle is selected corresponding to
each cluster. Other vehicles from the remaining (N-K) nodes
are assigned to the respective cluster based on distance from
the centroid vehicle. In each cluster, computed distance of
the vehicle from the centroid should be less than communi-
cation range (CR). If any node is not suitable for the cluster
with the closest centroid, this node will be switched to
another cluster. Furthermore, moved vehicle updates new
centroid of the cluster for being added as new node in cluster
as in Figure 3. This assignment process is repeated until
either convergence is achieved or pass through nodes cause
no new assignments in the cluster.

At the end of clustering process, some clusters may con-
tain few common nodes with other clusters. A key character-
istic of this approach is to choose number of supervisor
nodes (SN) in large vehicular networks that must be decided
before starting decomposition of network. Subsequently, all
K selected vehicles will be designated as supervisor nodes
of the clusters. The number of SN depends on several factors
such as total number of nodes in a network, network layout,

and communication range. The selection of K has already
been discussed in previous section of the proposed
approach.

3.4. Network Addressing Architecture. The most important
aspect of any network is the addressing scheme to be used
for each participating nodes in the network. Effective
addressing technique makes each node capable to communi-
cate with other nodes in the network. Logical partitions of
networks play a key role in mobility management. There-
fore, a new addressing scheme has been introduced in cur-
rent approach that recommends the association of logical
addresses in specified format with MAC addresses. By fol-
lowing Algorithm 3, address of vehicle is suggested to use
cluster address that is a node identifier of respective supervi-
sor node (SN) as well as host address that is node identifier
of that vehicle. These addresses follow a format similar to the
IP network, and they can be viewed as private IP addresses
in the network.

When complete network is divided into several clusters,
each vehicle is to be assigned by new address by using new
addressing format presented in Equation (4).

∀X ∈G Address Xð Þj = Concat NodeID SN Xð Þ½ �,  NodeID X½ �ð Þ,
ð4Þ

Where Address (X) represents address of node X,
NodeID [SN (X)] is unique identifier of SN appointed for
particular cluster having node X and NodeID [X] is unique
identifier of node X.

By following the approach, the entire network is divided
into multiple logical subnets and each subnet has one pri-
mary SN. In case of primary SN’s failure, a new SN is
selected. In VANETs, each vehicle can be identified by
unique number that is Node-ID which is derived from a
physical hardwired address, i.e., MAC addresses. The full
address of every vehicle is combination of two different
addresses: Node-ID of SN and Node-ID of Host, i.e, <Super-
visor Node-Id> and <Host Node-Id> as mentioned in
Figure 4 where the SN node id is used to identify the logical
subnet and the host node id is used for local routing.

3.5. Routing Model. Routing overhead has been reduced by
applying the clustering approach into large VANETs. After
preparing clusters and assigning new addresses to each par-
ticipating vehicles in the network, routing model has been
proposed to route the packet from source to destination reli-
ably. Algorithm 4 explains about the routing procedure. Two
level routings have been discussed in proposed routing
model. First, local routing is used for communication within
a same cluster and intercluster routing for communication
through vehicles belong to different clusters too.

For local routing, each node including the supervisor
node from the cluster is recommended to maintain routing
information of the complete cluster in table namely home
register (HR). Since routing information is maintained
within cluster, suitable proactive routing approach shall be
used for communication within cluster. Figure 5 specifies
HR to store routing information of vehicles within a cluster.

Input: G
1. Choose any random number of K
2. For (i = 1 to K AND j = 1 to N)
3. Initialize centroid vehicles ci
4. Assign other vehicles to the closest ci
5. Calculate value of FF based on Euclidean distance
6. Repeat from steps 3 to 5
7. Break from loop for minimized FF
8. Use K

Algorithm 1: Selection of K.
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For reaching destination within the same cluster, the source
vehicle checks the destination vehicle in the list of nodes
maintained in HR and finds next node to be visited with
metric value. The metric value indicates how many nodes
to be traversed to reach the destination. Similarly, other
node checks HR again, till the message reaches to the desti-
nation vehicle. In this way, HR helps to find the best route
towards every other node in a cluster.

In addition to HR, supervisor node also maintains an
additional table which is known as mobility register (MR).
MR keeps the routing information of all other supervisor
nodes in the networks. Also, it keeps track of vehicles mov-
ing out from current cluster. Figure 6 presents the format to
be used for storing routing information in MR. For inter-
cluster routing, SN of source vehicle checks respective MR
and finds next node visited towards SN of destination vehi-
cle. Similarly, next node checks respective MR up to the
message reaches to the destination cluster. As soon as mes-
sages received by SN of destination vehicle, message gets for-
wards to destination using routing mentioned in HR.

In order to design a reliable communication framework,
two-tier routings are suggested for deriving the effective path
between source and destination vehicle. First, the source
vehicle looks for a destination in same cluster using the local
routing information stored in HR. If the destination vehicle
is not available in HR, the source vehicle sends destination
address to designated SN of that cluster. Then, SN further
triggers an intercluster routing and parses cluster-id infor-
mation from full address of destination vehicle. Further-
more, SN checks MR for finding whether the parsed
cluster-id is present or not. If SN finds cluster-id of destina-
tion in a table, it forwards the packet to the next node men-
tioned against found SN. Subsequently, SN of the
destination cluster finds a destination vehicle in its cluster
using local routing information maintained in HR. Set of
all traversed vehicles need to be appended for preparing final
route to the destination vehicle. A combination of both rout-
ing strategies ensures effective and efficient communication
between any two vehicles in VANETs. Furthermore, based
on network properties and structure suitable routing

Input: G, input:G, K
1. For (i = 1 to K)
2. Fetch nearest SN
3. Set vehicle as SN [i].
4. For (j = 1 to N-K)
5. Compute D [j] of vehicle from their respective SN [i]
6. If (D½j� < CR)
7. Assign vehicle into respective cluster head by SN [i].
8. End if

Algorithm 2: Prepare Cluster.

Network having 20 nodes
K = 5

Member node

Supervisor node

Figure 2: Selection of arbitrarily nodes.
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algorithms among all existing protocols in VANETs can be
selected to implement both routing models.

3.6. Mobility Management. Effective mobility management
technique ensures communication between moving vehicles
without any centralized control in VANETs. If the network
address keeps using hierarchical addressing then proper
mobility management must be used to handle routing in
large VANETs.

Algorithm 5 explains about mobility management tech-
nique which is used with current approach and the algo-
rithm. In the proposed approach, each cluster has its
supervisor node that works as a location manager. SN keeps
track of all nodes in the cluster and also assists to locate
nodes which are moved out from cluster. Mobility manage-
ment has been designed through a two-level hierarchy of
databases. One is home register (HR) maintained by every
node in networks, and another one is the mobility register
(MR) maintained by SN of each cluster. HR of vehicles keeps

registered other vehicles in the same cluster. However, MR
of SN vehicles registers routing information of those vehicles
which have been moved into its cluster or moved out from
its cluster.

The key idea of mobility management is to keep address
of vehicles remains unchanged even after moving into clus-
ter or moving out from cluster. When a vehicle moves
within the same cluster, the moving vehicle broadcasts the
change in topology to other vehicles inside the same cluster
only for updating information maintained in their HR. For
reducing routing overhead and avoiding broadcast storm
problem, the message is broadcasted within the cluster only.
This broadcast is possible by matching SN vehicle identifier
from address of vehicles participating in broadcasting. Then,
HRs maintained by other vehicles in the cluster are also
updated to accommodate the vehicle’s movement within
cluster. Routing information maintained by each node in
the cluster may increase some overhead in some cases. How-
ever, routing information maintained by SN is not changing
frequently due to the rare changes in SN of the clusters.
Therefore, overall routing overhead is not increased signifi-
cantly in comparison to other similar clustering approaches.
The mobility of vehicles beyond the cluster is handled by the
MR database. Hence, the movement of vehicles from one
cluster to another cluster triggers update into MR of both
SNs belonging to different clusters. SN of new cluster and
previous cluster both updates their MR to accommodate
information changes between their clusters. Subsequently,
the same update is propagated to other nodes within a clus-
ter for updating their HRs as well. MR of both SNs gets
modified to accommodate this movement. While handling
the mobility of vehicles, both databases play a key role to
accommodate the movement effectively. In case, new

Network having 20 nodes
K = 5

Member node

Supervisor node

Figure 3: Cluster formation using selected nodes.

Input: Vehicle V
1. Fetch node-id of vehicle V and set to id (V)
2. Fetch SN[V] of vehicle V
3. Fetch node-id of SN[V] and set to id (SN[V])
4. Address (V) = id(SN[V]) | id(V)

Algorithm 3: Assign Address.

Supervisor node-Id Host node-Id

Figure 4: Address format of each node in network.
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vehicles join the network, these vehicles are to be assigned
into nearest cluster and address of those vehicles are derived
accordingly with address of corresponding SN vehicle. As
soon as a new vehicle join cluster, it broadcasts its routing
information to other vehicles inside the cluster only. On
the other hand, when a vehicle leaves the network, then this
case will be handled in a manner similar to intercluster
movement of vehicles. Therefore, respective SN will take
care of routing towards such vehicle which no longer exists
in the network.

4. Example as an Illustration

As shown in Figure 7, an example has been considered to
explain the working of proposed approach. There are seven-
teen vehicles placed in VANETs and all vehicles are associ-
ated with a unique identifier. These vehicles are connected
through a wireless channel. Let five be the number of clus-
ters (K) which must be decided before starting the cluster

formation. Therefore, five arbitrarily selected vehicles are
designated as supervisor nodes for their respective clusters.

Suppose, vehicle “1” wants to transmit the data packet to
vehicle “14”. First, “1” checks for “14” in its cluster and
found that it is not present. Vehicle “1” is having nodes
“1,” “2,” “3,” “4,” and “6” only in its cluster. Therefore, “1”
sends data packet to “6” which is the corresponding SN in
example. “6” verifies the address of “14” and finds “13” as
cluster head of “14”. Subsequently, “6” forwards packet to
“13” through vehicle “10” and “13” further sends the same
packet to “14”. These routing decisions are based on local
routing information which is maintained by HR. This way,
the routing process has been completed and the path from
“1” to “14” has been discovered as 1 ⇔ 6 ⇔ 10 ⇔ 13 ⇔ 14.

In consideration of node mobility in the same example,
suppose vehicle “14” moves out from the current cluster to
the nearby cluster as shown in Figure 8. The proposed
approach ensures that this movement will be informed to
the corresponding SN as soon as the movement happens.
Therefore, “13” which is designated as SN of “14” will update
its MR to accommodate this intercluster movement of “14”.
Since “14” joins new cluster supervised by vehicle “8,” “13”
will propagate the same update to the “8” as well. Subse-
quently, rest of the nodes from both the clusters will also
update locally maintained HRs by adding or removing tuple
corresponding to “14.”

For better illustration of considered example, required
update in MR maintained by “13” has been presented below.
Table 1 presents the MR of “13” based on initial structure of
a network.

Similarly, Table 2 presents the updated MR of “13” in
order to accommodate discussed intercluster movement of
“14.”

Due to a significant change in network structure, already
discovered paths are no longer valid between vehicle “1” and
“14.” Therefore, a new path between these two vehicles
needs to be rediscovered by following the updated structure
of the network.

Since address of “14” remains same and “13” will still
be SN of “14”, every path up to “13” is same as earlier
and “13” will update further routes towards “14” by fol-
lowing the entry of “14” in MR maintained by “13.”
Therefore, a new path between “1” and “14” will be 1 ⇔
6 ⇔ 10 ⇔ 13 ⇔ 8 ⇔ 14.

Input:S, D vehicles
1. S node interprets address of D
2. Parse NodeID [D] and NodeID [SN (D)].
3. If NodeID½SNðÞ� == NodeID½SNðÞ�
4. R = S ∪ v1 ∪ v2⋯ :: ∪D, where v1, v2 ∈ Cluster of S
5. Else
6. S sends packet to SN (S), with route R1 from S to SN (S).
7. End if
8. SN (S) finds route R2 from SN(S) to SN (D)
9. SN (D) derives further route R3 from SN (D) to D
10. R = S ∪ R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 ∪D

Algorithm 4: Routing.

List of nodes (Within cluster) Next node to be visited Metric

Figure 5: HR format maintained by nodes within cluster.

List of all supervisor nodes Next node to be visited Metric

Figure 6: MR format maintained by SN of cluster.

Input: G, V
1. If vehicle V moves within cluster
2. Broadcast changes to vehicles in same cluster
3. Vehicles update their HR
4. Else if vehicle V moves from one cluster to another
5. Update MR maintained by new SN (V)
6. Update MR maintained by previous SN (V)
7. No update required in HR
8. Else
9. No movement, no update is required
10. End if

Algorithm 5: Mobility Management.
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Figure 8: Network after intercluster movement of Node-14.

Table 1: MR of node-13 before movement of node-14.

SN-ID Next node to be visited Metric

Node-6 Node-10 2

Node-7 Node-8 2

Node-8 Node-8 1

Node-10 Node-10 1

Table 2: MR of node-13 after movement of node-14.

SN-ID Next node to be visited Metric

Node-6 Node-10 2

Node-7 Node-8 2

Node-8 Node-8 1

Node-10 Node-10 1

Node-14 Node-8 2
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5. Correctness and Performance

According to the proposed approach, each node in vehic-
ular networks with unique identifier has participated in
the routing process, and a large network is divided into
several overlapped clusters which are being supervised by
one SN only. However, some queries are still to be
answered for correctness and performance of this
approach such as: Can clustering be extended up to any
number of vehicles in the network? Can this approach
always provide a route for every source-destination pair
in the network? These questions are concerned with some
major characteristics of this approach, e.g., scalability and
mobility management. Hence, the correctness of the
approach has to be proved. Besides that the performance
also has to be discussed. Hence, correctness and compara-
tive performance analysis of the proposed approach have
been discussed in subsequent two subsections.

5.1. Proof of Correctness. The following theorems assure cor-
rectness of the discussed approach, and these theorems have
been proved in this section using mathematical induction
methodology.

Theorem 1. Every newly added vehicle to the existing net-
work must be part of at least one of the existing clusters.

Proof. For V = 1, clustering is not needed for the network
and the desired situation is true for V = 1.

Suppose, the same case is true for V = n, i.e., n nodes are
divided into several clusters using some selected nodes.

By assuming clustering is correct for V = n, clustering
must be correct for V = n + 1 also. If all n nodes have
completely participated in clusters, then, the addition of
one node in a connected graph will also be included in either
of any clusters. Due to the characteristics of a connected
graph, this additional node must be connected to any of
existing nodes in network. Since that existing node is already
part of one or more clusters, then new node must be part of
the same or nearby cluster. Hence, no nodes are skipped
from clustering in case of connected graph G.

Theorem 2. At least one route shall be available between
every pair of source-destination vehicles.

Proof. We need to prove Route (S, D) = {S, v1, v2, v3
……….D} always exists, where vj (j = 1, 2, 3... V) are vehicle
nodes.

For V = 1, no path is needed, hence this case is true.
Suppose the same case is true for V = n, i.e., source (S)

and destination (D) always form a path through several
other nodes nj (j = 1, 2...V) using proposed addressing
architecture.

So for V = n + 1, this additional node must belong to any
of the clusters by following theorem 1. Then, additional
node must be a neighbor of some nodes that belong to n
by following property of the connected network. Therefore,
some existing nodes from n must have some path estab-

lished to that new node and the valid path must be there
for n + 1 nodes also.

Theorem 3. One or more routes must be available for every
pair of source and destination vehicles, even after the move-
ment of several vehicles in VANETs.

Proof. There are two different subcases one for intracluster
movement and another for intercluster movement using
mathematical induction.

For V = 1, the single node itself is aware of all kinds of its
movement and no update is required in HR and MR.

Suppose for V = n, this case is true. In case of intracluster
movement, other nodes can easily update new locations
within the cluster due to periodic updates from other nodes.
In case of intercluster movement, the supervisor node of
respective cluster updates its MR. The corresponding SN of
moving node always knows the actual location of that mov-
ing node. Therefore, a valid route can be derived easily using
routing information maintained in MR.

Therefore for V = n + 1, this case must be true. Since
additional node is connected to some other nodes in an
existing network of n nodes, this node must update its HR
and MR by following the movement. Furthermore, every
movement of that node including intercluster and within
cluster can be tracked by HR and MR maintained by corre-
sponding SNs and other nodes in cluster. This way mobility
of vehicles can be managed properly.

5.2. Theoretical Analysis. In the present section, a compara-
tive study of the proposed approach and closely related
MoZo and DACR approaches has been performed based
upon various parameters.

5.2.1. Reliable Communication. Reliability is one of key
parameters for evaluating the performance of any routing
approach. Reliability in communication gets measured by
value of some performance metrics such as packet loss and
packet delivery ratio. The customized addressing architec-
ture provides end to end connectivity of vehicles by parsing
the address of destination vehicles. Furthermore, both regis-
ters keep track of every vehicle in the network by following a
two-tier routing mechanism. Therefore, data transmission
efficiency is improved in terms of increased packet delivery
ratio and decreased packet loss. By improving these perfor-
mance metrics, proposed approach provides more reliable
communication than some approaches discussed in the
related works section.

In the MoZo and DACR routing approaches, only the
captain vehicle maintains the routing information of whole
clusters. Consequently, any data transmission even within
same cluster needs the involvement of captain vehicle. How-
ever, in the proposed approach, apart from SN, every node
in the cluster also maintains local routing information that
improves the reachability of the destination vehicle in a clus-
ter. Moreover, intercluster routing also proceeds using the
address of respective supervisor nodes which is associated
with an address of the destination vehicle.
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5.2.2. Mobility Management. Mobility management main-
tains the efficiency of the network even after the movement
of vehicles. Moreover, improvement in performance param-
eters impacts the efficiency of a network. In the proposed
approach, mobility management has been introduced by
using two levels of databases for keeping the network infor-
mation updated with all kinds of movement patterns. Every
movement of vehicles either within a cluster or out-side of
cluster is tracked properly that enhances reachability for
every pair of vehicles. Therefore, respective performance
metrics such as packet-loss, end-to-end delay, and jitter are
also improved if the path between every source and destina-
tion vehicle is always computable.

In contrast with MoZo and DACR approaches, SN nodes
are always same in proposed approach instead of reassigning
the cluster vehicles in the cluster. Reassigning of the captain
in the new cluster requires recalculation of all routes main-
tained in the previous cluster. However, in the current
approach, the supervisor node is always same and only cluster
members are considered to move from one cluster to another.
It enables all intercluster movements of vehicles to be tracked
from their respective SN itself that reduces packet drops and
round-trip time of messages in data communication.

5.2.3. Scalability. Scalability allows VANETs to be extended
up to increased number of nodes without any significant
impact on the network performance. The proposed cluster-
ing approach in-tends to reduce hop count up to the man-
ageable level by using efficient clustering that makes
communication feasible even in very large VANETs. More-
over, single large VANET is divided into several small sub-
networks headed by supervisor nodes. Therefore, network
efficiency is not reduced even after increasing participating
vehicles into the same network, in terms of performance
metrics such as packet-loss, end-to-end delay, and jitter.

Unlike, MoZo and DACR routing approaches, the pro-
posed approach takes advantage of overlapping clusters with
the participation of every vehicle in clusters. Overlapping
clusters in vehicular networks reduce the probability of vehi-
cles not being part of any cluster that enhances the connec-
tivity of vehicles in a large network as well. The vehicles that
are part of any cluster are always able to compute route
towards the destination vehicle. Therefore, the discussed
approach is more efficient and suitable for large VANETs.

5.2.4. Routing Overhead. This represents complexity in data
transmission that includes effort for maintaining routing
table and for discovering new route as well. The proposed
approach uses two-tier routing by maintaining routing
information on each vehicle including the supervisor vehicle
that provides better connectivity. However, routing over-
head is increased if vehicles are changing cluster frequently.
In such cases, increased routing overhead may impact
energy consumption and some performance metrics also
such as delay and jitter.

The discussed approach introduces two-tier routing and
maintains routing information on every vehicle of a cluster.
Consequently, frequent change of cluster by any vehicle
requires the involvement of several supervisor nodes to

tracks route from the original supervisor node to the current
supervisor node. Additionally, multiple MR are keeping
track of the same vehicles in the network. Therefore, routing
overhead is increased in such network environments where
vehicles are traversing through several clusters such as vehi-
cles moving on highways. However, overhead is not
increased, if vehicles are moving in some specified zone only.

6. Experimental Analysis

Based on defined theorems and their proofs, the correctness of
the proposed approach has been presented in the previous sec-
tion. Furthermore, the performance of the OCSR routing pro-
tocol has been examined using simulation experiments. For
better illustration, the proposed approach has been analyzed
on different vehicular environments. Also, results have been
compared with a recent clustering approach namely, MoZo
[29] and DACR [30]. In the first phase, the performance of
the proposed approach has been analyzed in different size net-
work environments. In the second phase, the performance of
the proposed approach has been compared with MoZo and
DACR. The simulation setup and configured parameters have
been discussed in the next subsection. The next three subsec-
tions cover the performance of OCSR and comparative study
of the proposed approach with two recent similar approaches.

6.1. Simulation Settings. NS-3(v3.29) and SUMO (v0.32)
both have been used for simulating experiments as a network
simulator and vehicular mobility simulator, respectively. Both
the simulators have been deployed on Ubuntu (v16.04). For
considering small and large environments, two different maps
of New Delhi are considered in the simulation. 1000m long
and 1000m wide with 200 vehicles is considered for small
VANETs, and 5000m long and 5000m wide with 500 vehicles
is considered for large VANETs. Both the maps are presented
in Figures 9(a) and 9(b).

Varying parameters and other configurable parameters
used in simulation have been presented in Table 3 with cor-
responding values.

6.2. Performance of OCSR. Packet delivery ratio (PDR), end-
to-end delay (E2ED), and average throughput are perfor-
mance metrics [34] which have been considered for present-
ing the performance of the proposed approach. All three
performance metrics are recorded by varying pause times
in packet delivery ratio (PDR), end-to-end delay (E2ED),
and average throughput are performance metrics [35] which
have been considered for presenting the performance of the
proposed approach. All three performance metrics are
recorded by varying pause times in both the environments.
Pause time represents the mobility of nodes in networks.
At the time of restarting the journey, vehicles are unavailable
for communication up to the selected pause time. Size of the
network is defined by map size with a significant number of
vehicles used in the network. Simulation has been performed
for both maps with 500 vehicles and 500 messages to be
delivered. This helps in evaluating the performance of the
proposed approach in the small and large networks on dif-
ferent mobility of nodes.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) Large size VANETs. (b): Small size VANET.

Table 3: Simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Number of vehicles 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 1500

Pause time 10s, 50s, 100 s, 150 s, and 250 s

Number of packets 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500

Map size 1000m × 1000m
Communication range 250m

Vehicle speed 10m/s

Packet size 512 bytes

MAC IEEE 802.11

Simulation time 100 s with 600 flows

Traffic type CBR/UDP

Propagation model Two-ray ground

Mobility model Random way point

Data rate 2 Mbps
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6.2.1. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). Reliability in communi-
cation is measured by value of some performance metrics
such as packet loss and packet delivery ratio (PDR). PDR
is the ratio of the number of messages delivered to the total
number of generated messages. The customized addressing
architecture provides end-to-end connectivity of vehicles
by parsing the address of destination vehicles. Furthermore,
both registers keep track of every vehicle in the network by
following a two-tier routing mechanism. Therefore, data
transmission is improved in terms of increased packet deliv-
ery ratio in large size network in high mobile environment as
mentioned in Figure 10.

6.2.2. End-to-End Delay (E2ED). End-to-end delay (E2ED)
presents time taken by every packet to arrive from source to
destination vehicle. As shown in Figure 11, the proposed
approach shows approximately 30% less delay in comparison
larger network in compare to small size network. The reason
behind this phenomenon may be clustering technique used
and handling the large size network using smaller clusters.

6.2.3. Throughput. Routing throughput is calculated in terms
of data transferred per time unit including control packets as
well as data packets. As evident from Figure 12, the through-
put of OCSR is not promising in small network environ-
ment, since maintaining two registers introduces some
overhead on cluster head nodes. However, the throughput
is further improved significantly in large six networks.
Throughput is significantly improved in both sized network
large as well as small when vehicles are comparatively high
mobile. Because, both registers play a key role when nodes
are high mobile.

Based on the simulation results of OCSR approach in
both size networks by varying mobility of vehicles, it is
found that OCSR approach supports scalability and mobility
management in vehicular network. However in small size
network throughput is slightly reduced due to handling of
two registers for smaller networks.

6.3. Comparative Analysis. As recent similar work, MoZo
and DACR approaches have been selected for a comparative
study of the proposed approach. Therefore, the performance
of the designed approach has been compared with bothMoZo
and DACR approaches based on the reliability and efficiency
of the approach in different environments. Delivery ratio
and delivery time have been considered for evaluating reliabil-
ity and efficiency in communication, respectively. Both
parameters are recorded by varying number of vehicles, and
the number of messages to be delivered in the network. While
varying number of vehicles in experiments, number of mes-
sages is set to 500. At the same time, number of vehicles is
fixed to 500 while varying number of messages in simulation.

6.3.1. Varying Number of Vehicles. In current set of experi-
ments, multiple runs have been performed by varying num-
ber of vehicles for recording delivery time and packet
delivery ratio. Furthermore, OCSR approach has been com-
pared with MoZo and DACR approaches via experimental
results. The results shown in Figures 13(a) and 13(b) exhibit
that the performance of OCSR is significantly better than
other two approaches in terms of packet delivery ratio
(PDR) and delivery time. As far as PDR is concerned, OCSR
outperforms MoZo and DACR by manifolds when the num-
ber of vehicles are less, however, as the number of vehicles
increases, MoZo tries to reduce this gap.

MoZo and DACR do not perform well in smaller network
in comparison of OCSR. Because, only cluster head vehicle
maintains the routing information of whole clusters in both
the approaches. Consequently, any data transmission even
within same cluster needs the involvement of captain vehicle
and intercluster routing also involves some of the captain vehi-
cles, which are not aware of the movement of destination vehi-
cles. However, in the current approach apart from SN, every
node in the cluster also maintains local routing information
that improves the reachability of the destination vehicle in a
cluster. And intercluster routing also proceeds using the
address of respective supervisor nodes which is associated with
an address of the destination vehicle.
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6.3.2. Varying Number of Messages. This set of experiments
covers recording of PDR and delivery time by varying num-
ber of messages to be delivered in network. Increased num-
ber of messages tends to increasing routing overhead in fixed
size network.

As shown in Figures 14(a) and 14(b), comparative anal-
ysis of all three approaches presents that performance of
OCSR is significantly improved when number of messages
to be delivered is higher. Performance of DACR declined
by increasing routing overhead. However, MoZo outper-
forms OCSR when routing overhead is comparatively low.
Reason behind this phenomenon is that the captain reas-
signment mechanism in MoZo and maintaining routing
expiry in DACR itself introduces some overhead that is
why in higher overhead network these two show poor per-
formance. On the other hand, reassignment of cluster head
is not required in proposed approach and it is based on
tracking the movement of vehicles using registers. Therefore,
this approach is more suitable for networks in which the
number of messages to be delivered is more.

7. Conclusion

A new clustering approach for large VANETs has been pre-
sented in the current exposition with group and individual
mobility management. In order to provide scalability, the
whole network is divided into several overlapped clusters
and each cluster is monitored by one supervisor node. Each
vehicle in a network is required to maintain two levels of the
routing hierarchy. A customized addressing architecture has
been embedded with the approach to make vehicular com-
munication more reliable. Additionally, two levels of data-
bases are proposed to be maintained in the network to
handle mobility management effectively. Better mobility
management in large VANETs makes this approach scalable
too. The correctness of the proposed approach has been
proved and effectiveness of approach has been established
by comparing it with some other recent mobility manage-
ment techniques. The proposed approach is useful in an
environment where vehicles are moving in the specified zone

such as urban cab services, school vans, and medical vehi-
cles. Testing suitability of the proposed approach for other
environments has been left as a future work.
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